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Full-duplex (FD) relaying is known to outperform halfduplex (HD) relaying if the loop interference (LI) caused by
simultaneous transmission and reception can be mitigated to
the level of thermal noise before detection and decoding [1]–
[7]. A combination of passive isolation of antennas, analog
circuit domain cancellation and LI cancellation in baseband
are typically required to reach the desired attenuation [2],
[4]. In addition, massive antenna arrays at the relay can be
employed to mitigate the LI and reduce inter-user interference
in multipair relaying systems [3], [5], [6]. One of the main
drawbacks of using large-scale antenna arrays is increased
energy consumption that affects the energy efficiency (EE) of
the system. In particular, the power consumed by analog-todigital converters (ADCs) at a fully digital relay receiver grows
linearly with the number of antennas and can be a major factor
for systems with large number of antennas [8], [9].
Compared to full resolution ADCs, low resolution ADCs
consume less power, have smaller area occupation on chips
and are cheaper [8], [10]. The use of low resolution ADCs
in multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems has been
investigated in several works; see for example [11], [12]. To
the best of our knowledge, however, the research in massive
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Abstract—To reduce energy consumption, relay stations with
massive antenna arrays can be equipped with low resolution
analog-to-digital converters (ADCs). Due to powerful loop interference in full-duplex (FD) relaying, however, low resolution
ADCs generate strong quantization noise that has severe impact
on the throughput of the system. In this paper, the throughput
and energy efficiency of a FD decode-and-forward relay system
with low resolution ADCs is investigated. Based on the mathematical analysis, a novel iterative power allocation scheme that
mitigates the impact of the quantization noise via reducing the
received LI power is proposed. The power allocation scheme
aims at maximizing the end-to-end achievable rate by adjusting
the per-link transmit powers at the relay. The numerical results
show that compared to half-duplex relaying, using FD with
the proposed power allocation scheme improves the system
throughput and energy efficiency significantly.
Index Terms—full-duplex relaying, low resolution ADCs,
power allocation, massive MIMO, decode-and-forward, energy
efficiency, finite code word length.

Fig. 1. Multipair full-duplex relaying system.

MIMO FD relaying with low resolution ADCs is limited to
the case of amplify-and-forward mode, where the residual LI
is assumed to be weak and independent of the quantization
noise [13]. This assumption is reasonable if ideal hardware
with full resolution ADCs is employed so that both analog
and digital domain LI mitigation techniques can be used. With
low resolution ADCs, however, the power of the quantization
noise scales with the power of the received signal after passive
isolation and analog circuit domain cancellation [4], [14].
Since the power of residual LI at this stage is high, the
quantization noise has severe impact on the performance.
In this paper, the throughput and energy efficiency of a
multipair full-duplex DF relaying system (see Fig. 1) that
suffers from realistic levels of residual LI after passive and
analog cancellation is investigated. Based on the mathematical
analysis, we develop an iterative power allocation scheme that
controls the link-wise transmit powers at the relay by taking
into account the resolution of the ADCs and the transmitside hardware impairments. The proposed scheme is based on
an extension of our previous work [15] where full resolution
ADCs were employed at the relay. By reducing the effects
of quantization noise and residual LI in the system, the
power allocation algorithm aims at maximizing the pairwise
end-to-end (E2E) achievable rate. The proposed scheme uses
statistical information, so that instantaneous channel state
information (CSI) is not needed and the power allocation
update frequency is low. In addition, we carry out detailed
EE investigation and in the spirit of ultra-reliable and lowlatency communications (URLLC) [16], examine the effects of
imposing strict delay constraint, i.e., finite code word length,
on the system. The numerical results show that compared to
HD relaying, the proposed FD transmission scheme provides
significant gains in system throughput and energy efficiency
in both delay sensitive and insensitive cases.

II. S YSTEM M ODEL

TABLE I
θ FOR DIFFERENT RESOLUTIONS OF ADC S

The multipair relaying system considered in the present
work is depicted in Fig. 1. A decode-and-forward FD massive
MIMO relay with Mt transmit and Mr receive antennas is used
to establish the connections between K source-destination
pairs. The direct links between the source and destination terminals are assumed to be blocked. The terminals are equipped
with one antenna and they operate in HD mode. For simplicity,
we assume that the source and destination terminals are located
inside circles that are dSR and dRD meters away from the relay,
respectively. The radiuses (in meters) of the circles are denoted
as rSR and rRD , respectively.
The source-to-relay, GSR , and relay-to-destination, GTRD ,
channel matrices take into account both fast fading and large
1/2
scale attenuation. We write1 G∗ = H∗ D∗ , where the
entries of H∗ are i.i.d. standard circularly symmetric complex
Gaussian (CSCG) and D∗ is a diagonal matrix whose kth
diagonal entry β∗,k models path loss and shadowing between
the kth terminal and the relay. We assume that the relay knows
the channel statistics DSR and DRD perfectly, but needs to estimate the instantaneous CSI represented by the matrices HSR
and HRD . Since passive and analog cancellation schemes are
used to mitigate the direct path of the LI channel, the elements
of the LI channel matrix GRR are assumed to be i.i.d. CSCG
with variance βR [2]. As the coherence time of the LI channel
is typically much longer than that of the S→R and R→D
channels [17, Table I], we assume that the relay station can
estimate the LI channel accurately, with negligible loss in
throughput [15].
The received signals at the relay and destination terminals
are given by [3], [5], [18]
yR = GSR xS [i] + GRR xR [i] + GRR ut + n0R ,
yD =

GTRD (xR [i]

+ ut ) + nD ,

(1)
(2)

where yR denotes the signal after analog circuit domain
cancellation before ADCs. The signals transmitted by the
sources and the relay at time instant i are xS [i] ∈ CK
and xR [i] ∈ CMt , respectively. The elements of the thermal
2
noise vectors n0R and nD are i.i.d. CN (0, σw
). The transmitside noise vector ut ∼ CN (0, µt diag(E{xR xH
R })) takes into
account the combined effects of hardware impairments at the
transmit-side of the relay, where the coefficient µt > 0 is
related to the error vector magnitude (EVM) requirements of
the system [5], [18]. In the following, we omit ut from the
R→D link since it has negligible impact on the rate. To focus
on the impact of quantization noise due to low resolution
ADCs, we do not consider other receive-side imperfection
(such as I/Q imbalance) in this paper. Such effects can be
incorporated in the system model e.g. as done in [15] if
desired. Since the source and destination terminals have only
one antenna, they are assumed to be equipped with ideal
hardware, including full resolution ADCs.
1 Whenever

∗ is used, the actual subscript can be inferred from the context.
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A. Quantization with Low-resolution ADCs
At the receive-side of the relay station, low-resolution ADCs
are assumed to be used for energy saving purposes. We model
the quantized received signal as [14], [19]
ỹR = θyR + nq

,nR

}|
{
z
= θGSR xS [i] + θGRR xR [i] + θGRR ut + θn0R + nq . (3)
The quantization noise is modeled as a CSCG vector nq ∼
H
CN (0, θ(1 − θ)diag(E{yR yR
})) that is assumed to be independent of the received signal (1). Note that since the
covariance matrix of nq depends on the statistics of the
received signal after analog circuit domain cancellation, digital
baseband LI cancellation cannot be used to reduce the level
of quantization noise in the system. The coefficient θ > 0
is related to the resolution N of the ADCs and Table I lists
the values of θ for different choices of N [8]. For notational
convenience, we combine the terms related to transmit-side
noise, quantization noise and thermal noise as one term nR
as shown in (3). Note that nR neither is Gaussian distributed
nor has i.i.d. elements in general.
B. Channel Estimation
Block fading with a coherence time of T symbols is
assumed for the channels between the terminals and the relay.
To facilitate channel estimation, the source and destination
terminals transmit pilot matrices ΦS and ΦD , respectively,
at the beginning of each coherence block. To satisfy pilot
orthogonality,
we let Φp
S and ΦD be K × K diagonal matrices
p
KρpS,k and
KρpD,k as the kth diagonal entry,
with
respectively. The received pilots at the relay station after ADCs
are given by
ỸSR = θGSR ΦS + NSR ,
ỸDR = θGRD ΦD + NDR ,
where the additive noise matrices model the combination of
quantization and thermal noise. The entries of NSR and NDR
are assumed to be independent CSCG and the variance of the
elements on the kth column are
2
2
σSR,k
= θ(1 − θ)KρpS,k βSR,k + θσw
,
2
2
σRD,k
= θ(1 − θ)KρpD,k βRD,k + θσw
,

respectively.
After receiving the pilots from the terminals, the relay
calculates the channel estimates ĜSR and ĜRD . We denote
G̃∗ = G∗ − Ĝ∗ for the error matrix and assume linear
minimum mean squared error (LMMSE) estimator is used
to obtain the CSI. As a result, the estimates and the errors
are uncorrelated [20]. For the system under investigation, the

entries in the kth column of G̃SR and G̃RD with LMMSE
estimation are independent CSCG with variance [8], [15]
2
2
(1 − θ)KρpS,k βSR,k
+ σw
βSR,k
,
2
KρpS,k βSR,k + σw
2
2
(1 − θ)KρpD,k βSR,k
+ σw
βSR,k
=
,
2
KρpD,k βRD,k + σw

β̃SR,k =
β̃RD,k

respectively. The properties of the estimator also guarantee
that β̂∗ = β∗ − β̃∗ holds for all channels.
As mentioned earlier in the paper, the coherence time of
the LI channel is typically much longer than that of the S→R
and R→D channels [17, Table I]. Therefore, we assume that
the relay has perfect knowledge of the LI channel GRR .
C. Data Transmission
For notational convenience, we write the transmit signals
from the source terminals at time instant i as
√
√
√
xS [i] = diag( ρS,1 , ρS,2 , . . . , ρS,K )m[i],
where the entries of m[i] are i.i.d. standard CSCG. After
subtracting the known part of the LI from the quantized signal
(3) by using the knowledge of θ, GRR and xR [i], the receiveside signal at the relay is given by
θGSR xS [i] + nR = ỹR [i] − θGRR xR [i].
Note that although the data-dependent part of the LI is perfectly cancelled in baseband, the transmit-side noise received
through the LI channel as well as the quantization noise can
still have severe impact on the performance of the system via
nR . The power of the noise term nR , defined in (3), will be
calculated in the next section.
After ADCs, the relay uses linear estimator W to separate
the data streams transmitted by the source terminals. The kth
estimated signal stream at the relay reads then
X
zR,k [i] = θwkH gSR,k xS,k [i] + θ
wkH gSR,j xS,j [i] + wkH nR ,
j6=k

(4)
where gSR,k , gRR,k and wk are the kth columns of GSR ,
GRR and W , respectively, and xS,k [i] is the kth element of
xS [i]. Similarly, linear precoding with matrix A is used at the
relay to transmit the data to the destination terminals, where
the received signal at the kth terminal reads
X
T
T
yD,k [i] = gRD,k
ak mk [i − τ ] +
gRD,k
aj mj [i − τ ] + nD,k .
j6=k

Here gRD,k , ak , mk [i − τ ] and nD,k denote the kth columns
(or elements) of GRD , A, m[i − τ ] and nD , respectively.
We assume that in DF relaying the decoding delay is τ ≥ 1
symbols so that xR [i] = Am[i − τ ] and, thus, the transmitted
signal is uncorrelated with the received signal at the relay [1].
Finally, note that the estimation and precoding matrices W
and A are functions of ĜSR and ĜRD , respectively.

III. ACHIEVABLE R ATE A NALYSIS
Since nR is not Gaussian distributed, we resort to calculating a lower bound on the achievable rate by replacing the
combination of inter-pair interference and noise in (4) by a
CSCG term that has the same variance but is independent of
the desired signal [21]. For the kth S→R and R→D links, the
lower bounds2 on achievable rates are given by
R∗,k = log2 (1 + SINR∗,k ).

(5)

The signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratios associated with (5)
are given in (6) and (7) at the top of the next page, where nR
denotes—with some abuse of notation—a CSCG vector that
is independent of the desired signal and has i.i.d. entries of
2
variance (provided later in this section) σR
.
To calculate a lower bound on the ergodic E2E rate Rk for
the kth terminal pair, we follow [3] and let
Rk = min{RSR,k , RRD,k }

= log2 1 + min{SINRSR,k , SINRRD,k } .

(8)

Due to space constraints, we limit our analysis to zero-forcing
(ZF) processing for both estimation and precoding, so that
−1 H
W H = (ĜH
ĜSR ,
SR ĜSR )

A = BP = Ĝ∗RD (ĜTRD Ĝ∗RD )−1 P ,
where P ∈ CK×K is a power allocation matrix. The kth
diagonal entry of P is given by
r
q
qk
pk =
= (Mt − K)β̂RD,k qk ,
E{kbk k2 }
where bk is the kth column of B and qk denotes the relay’s
transmit power for the kth link. The qk ’s that maximize the
pairwise E2E rate are designed in the next section.
Using similar techniques as in [15], a lower bound for the
E2E achievable rate of the kth terminal pair reads
 2
θ ρS,k (Mr − K)β̂SR,k
Rk = log2 1 + min
,
PK
2
θ2 j=1 ρS,j β̃SR,j + σR
(9)
!
(Mt − K)β̂RD,k qk
,
2
β̃RD,k qtot + σw
P
where qtot = k qk is the total transmit power of the relay.
The variance of the elements of nR is given by
X

K
2
2
σR = θµt βR qtot + θ(1 − θ)
ρS,k βSR,k + βR qtot + θσw
.
k=1

Given the above achievable rate analysis, we define the
average E2E throughput as
X

K
T − 2K
·E
Rk ,
(10)
C = fB ·
T
k=1

where fB denotes the system bandwidth. Note that the expectation in (10) is over the terminal locations and shadowing.
2 Although the relay has instantaneous channel estimates ĝ
SR,k , as in [3],
[5], we assume that statistical channel estimates E{g} {wkH ĝSR,k } are used
for decoding. This provides a lower bound on the SINR of the S→R link.

SINRSR,k =
SINRRD,k =

ρS,k Var{g} wkH gSR,k


T
Var{g} gRD,k
ak





ρS,k |E{g} {wkH gSR,k }|2
PK
+ j=1,j6=k ρS,j E{g} {|wkH gSR,j |2 } + E{g,nR } {kwkH nR k2 }

T
|E{g} {gRD,k
ak }|2
.
PK
T
2
+ j=1,j6=k E{g} {|gRD,k
aj |2 } + σw

To achieve reliable communication at a rate given in (9),
the code word length needs to grow without bound. In
principle, this implies infinite delay in decoding. While some
applications can afford long delays so that (9) is a reasonable
approximation, e.g. in URLLC [16] the delay is very short so
that the previous rate calculations yield inaccurate results.
With the above in mind, for delay sensitive applications we
replace the R∗,k in (8) by the finite block length rate [22]
r
V −1
log2 τ
τ
Q () +
,
R∗,k = R∗,k −
τ
2τ
where Q−1 (x) denotes the inverse of the Q-function. The
variable V is so-called channel dispersion and given for the
system under consideration by [22]
V =

(7)

(0)

A. Delay Constrained Achievable Rate

SINR∗,k (2 + SINR∗,k )
(log2 e)2 ,
(1 + SINR∗,k )2

since (5) represents the capacity of an AWGN channel. The
code word length is the same as decoding delay and constrained to be τ < T − 2K, that is, the decoding has to be
carried out within one coherence block. For simplicity, in the
numerical results we set the target error probability  to be
equal for the S→R and R→D links. Given the desired E2E
decoding error is SD , the code
√ word error probability over
one channel is simply  = 1 − 1 − SD .

(6)

(0)

(0)

all terminals are the same and setting q1 = q2 = ... = qK .
Note that the proposed power allocation scheme uses only
statistical information so that the power allocation needs to
be updated only when the channel statistics change. The
algorithm also converges fast, typically within 30 iterations.
V. E NERGY E FFICIENCY
In this paper, the energy consumed by the source and
destination terminals is neglected and the energy efficiency
for FD relaying is defined as
C
T,
EE =
Etot
where Etot denotes the average total energy consumption of
the relay during one coherence block and is given by
KMt
Etot = KPRx,tot +
PRx,tot +(T −2K)(PTx,tot +PRx,tot ).
Mr
(12)
The first and second term include the energy consumed by
pilot reception on the S→R and the R→D channel, respectively, while the last term denotes the energy consumed by
data reception and transmission at the relay.
To evaluate (12), we need to obtain the total power
consumption at the receive-side, PRx,tot , and transmit-side,
PTx,tot , of the relay. At the receive-side, we single out the
power consumed by one ADC, PADC , as in [9] and define the
power consumed by the rest of the components in terms of
the power PADC,ref consumed by a reference Nref -bit ADC

IV. N OVEL P OWER A LLOCATION S CHEME

PRx,tot = Mr (2PADC + ηRx PADC,ref ).

Since the power of quantization noise depends on the level
of residual LI before digital cancellation is carried out, the
relay needs to adjust the transmit power by taking into account
the effects of the transmit-side noise and quantization at the
receive-side. This can be achieved by taking advantage of the
analysis carried out in the previous section.
As shown in (8), the E2E rate depends on the weaker
link. Therefore, we propose adjusting the link-wise powers
{q1 , q2 , . . . , qK } so that SINRSR,k = SINRRD,k for all
k = 1, 2, . . . , K. This can be achieved via a simple iterative
algorithm that allocates power

The scalar ηRx > 0 is a constant that depends on the system
architecture. The transmit-side power excluding the power
amplifiers (PAs), PPA , is defined similarly

(l)
qk

=

(l−1)
Mr −K
2
+ σw
)
Mt −K ρS,k β̂SR,k (β̃RD,k qtot
,
PK
1 2
β̂RD,k ( j=1 ρS,j β̃SR,j + θ2 σR )

(11)
(l−1)

to the kth link at the lth iteration. The variable qtot
=
P (l−1)
is the total transmit power of the relay station in the
k qk
(l − 1)th iteration. The initial point for the iterations (11) can
be obtained by assuming that the large scale fading factors of

PTx,tot = Mt ηTx PADC,ref + PPA .
The parameter ηTx > 0 depends on the architecture and
PPA = qtot /δ, where δ denotes the efficiency of the PA.
Finally, for N > 1 the power consumed by one ADC is
assumed to grow exponentially with N accoding to [23]
PADC = Econ 2N fsamp ,

N ≥ 2,

where fsamp denotes sampling rate and Econ depends on the
type of ADC, the average of which is around 5 pJ. The power
consumed by one-bit ADC is considered to be negligible [24].
For a relay that operates in HD mode, the active transmitand receive-side power consumption is the same as in the FD
mode. When one of the RF chains is not active, it is assumed
to be in a sleep mode that consumes half of the corresponding
power when active [25].

VI. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
1200

The default parameters in the numerical examples are T =
100, K = 10, Mr = Mt = 100, fB = 20 MHz, Nref =
2
2, δ = 10%, Econ = 5 pJ, and σw
= −101 dBm. For the
geometric model we choose rSR = rRD = 100 m, dSR =
dRD = 400 m and the radio propagation model includes path
loss with exponent α = 4 and log-normal shadowing with
zero-mean and 6 dB variance.
The power of residual LI channel after passive and analog mitigation is assumed to be βR = −90 dB [2], [4].
Nyquist-rate sampling is used so that fsamp = 2fB . Since
transmitters consume typically more power than receivers, we
let ηTx = 3ηRx . Power constraint qtot ≤ 23 dBm is set for
the relay. According to the LTE standard, the required EVM
range is [0.08, 0.175], so we model the transmit-side hardware
imperfections using µt = EVM2 and select EVM = 0.1.
To avoid near-far problem at the relay station, simple power
control based on long-term statistics is applied at the source
γ
, where γ is a design parameter.
terminals, i.e., ρS,k = βSR,k
We also denote ρS = E{ρS,k } for notational simplicity, where
the expectation is over the source terminals, locations and
shadow fading. Similarly, in channel estimation phase, we set
ρpS,k = γp /βSR,k and ρpD,k = γp /βRD,k , where γ = γp is
assumed in the numerical results.
Fig. 2 demonstrates the throughput of the proposed power
allocation scheme for two parameter values γ = −100 dBm
(ρS = 6.92 dBm) and γ = −90 dBm (ρS = 16.85 dBm), that
correspond to received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of roughly
0 dB and 10 dB, respectively. Clearly, as the relay station
operates in FD mode, the proposed power allocation scheme
gives the highest throughput. The curves for HD relaying
saturate around N = 4 (with relay power optimized so that
RSR,k = RRD,k ). For FD relaying with or without proposed
power allocation, it is not necessary to use more than 6-bit
ADCs for near optimal performance.
The cumulative density functions (CDFs) of qtot for the
proposed power allocation scheme are illustrated in Fig. 3 for
different resolutions of ADCs. Only the case γ = −100 dBm
is shown (γ = −90 dBm yields similar results). The CDFs
show how the proposed algorithm reduces the transmit power
in case of low resolution ADCs to control quantization noise.
The relay power constraint is also satisfied in all cases.
Fig. 4 plots the EE vs. the resolution of the ADCs when γ =
−100 dBm. The optimum resolution of ADCs for maximizing
the EE for typical range of ηRx is from 4 to 7 bits for both
FD and HD. As ηRx increases, the relative energy consumed
by components other than the ADCs grows. As a result, the
optimum resolution of the ADCs also increases. In all cases,
the proposed FD scheme outperforms HD in energy efficiency.
The optimum number of receive antennas at the relay station
in terms of EE is investigated in Fig. 5 for γ = −100 dBm
and ηRx = 102 . For low resolution ADCs, the system should
employ higher number of receive antennas than transmit
antennas (Mr > Mt ) to maximize EE. This is explained by
the relatively low power consumption of the 1 and 3 bit ADCs.
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Fig. 2. Throughput of the system vs. the resolution of the ADCs. Analytical
results of the proposed power allocation scheme in FD mode (solid), the
proposed power allocation scheme in HD mode (dotted) and fixed relay
power qtot = 23 dBm in FD mode (dash-dotted) are depicted with curves;
Monte Carlo simulations correspond to markers (stars, crosses and diamonds,
respectively).
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Fig. 3. CDF of the total transmit power at the FD relay station with the
proposed power allocation scheme. The empirical CDFs are depicted by the
markers; solid lines correspond to Gaussian distribution fitted to the data.
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Fig. 4. Energy efficiency vs. ADC resolution N at the relay station. The
circles indicate the peaks of the curves. The typical range of the architecturedependent parameter ηRx is stated to be [102 , 104 ] in [9].
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Fig. 6. Throughput vs. code word length τ ; T = 500 and γ = −100 dBm.

Higher resolution N = 5 ADCs, on the other hand, consume
more power and the opposite (Mr < Mt ) is true.
Fig. 6 illustrates how fast the system throughput with finite
code word length approaches that of the infinite code word
length. Since the pilot transmission consumes 2K symbols,
the code word length with HD and FD relaying cannot exceed
(T − 2K)/2 = 240 symbols and T − 2K = 480 symbols,
respectively. It is slightly surprising that the throughput of
FD relaying with very strict delay constraint outperforms
HD relaying without delay constraint under the given system
parameters. This indicates that the proposed FD relaying
scheme is a suitable technique for URLLC applications.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have analyzed the throughput and energy
efficiency of a massive MIMO multipair decode-and-forward
FD relaying system with low-resolution ADCs. Based on the
analysis, we have proposed a novel power allocation scheme
that is aware of the transmit-side hardware imperfections and
quantization noise. The proposed scheme aims at maximizing
the achievable rate by adjusting the transmit power at the relay
on link-by-link basis. The numerical examples demonstrate
the benefits of the proposed scheme in improving both the
throughput and energy efficiency compared to other considered
methods.
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